followed a decade later by the squishy nymphs

frolicking in luminous eruptions of landscape
allusions before dissolving completely into
abstraction in the 1970s.

As modernism's options dwindled and artists
began to re-explore previously banned alterna
tives, in the 1980's, the Pandora's box filled

with illusion, metaphor, narrative, historic
styles, a panoply of nudes and more was pried
open. Post modernism the accumulation of
these new freedoms was labeled, as so many

of the referents that had influenced modern

ism's abstractions took on more mimetic

form - flowerbeds might now arise out of Joan
Mitchell's radiant abstract bursts of color

titled Sunflowers; the rhythms of the ocean
addressed with such lyric anxiety by Jackson
Pollock might be more consciously regimented
into recognizable sequences of waves, etc.
Modernism would become but one of many

possibilities for an artist. Landscape found

fertile ground and pastorale could flourish. The

ever-changing look of landscape-oriented art
with or without participating figures becoming

a pastorale gave rise to this exhibition. Not a

grand survey but a small selection of works by
seven artists who have impacted my mental

landscape. Seven artists, each one's work oc

cupying one of the seven available rooms of the

exhibition space.

In the late 1980s, Peter Cain (1959 - 19971
painted cars variously truncated and most of

ten stood on end and painted in searing fetish
finish to become mysterious icons of mechani

zation. In the last year of his life, he turned to
the landscape configuration best known to him

- the gas station. His gas stations, with their
emphasis on primary colors, severely geomet
ricized composition almost totally limited to

vertical and horizontal elements, and absence

of all human and automobile presence might

have been designed by a tern of Mondrian and

DeChirico. Meticulously painted under cool
clear light, Mobil [1996], like the other gas

station works, is sparingly studded with misty
shadows, puddles on the ground, and lovingly

painted occasional blurred rectangles on the

windows that give witness to more human and

natural idiosyncrasies. When I asked what
artists he most admired, "Robert Ryman and

Richard Estes," he responded without a mo
ment's hesitation. The gas station as land

scape invader and surrogate becomes a shrine

awaiting its altarpiece.

Before he painted the gas stations, Cain briefly
moved away from the automotive to create

huge paintings of the outsized portrait head

of his beloved partner Sean against a sandy

ocean beach - as though making a billboard

out of his love. A number of drawings reprised
these portraits on a more intimate scale. At

once public and intimate these overscaled
portraits are pastorates for our time.

When Carroll Dunham [1949 - l came to New
York, in 1972 he grew familiar with the work
of Mel Bochner and Barry Le Va, and was

particularly drawn to the paintings of Brice

Marden and Robert Mangold. At the same time

he was also drawn to still discredited Surreal

ism, especially the slippery high-resolution

landscape phantasms of Yves Tanguy and Ro

berto Matta and the psychedelia of the 1960s.

In the mid 1980s, he suddenly began to paint
on wood grain, now heightening its pattern

ing, now exploding its organics in Technicolor
delirium, to release him into the wilder shores

of his imagination. Sexual galaxies he called
these works. By the late 1980s, he had moved
onto canvas, starting with Shape paintings of
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single color inflated-looking intestinal shapes

then moving on to more articulated Mound
paintings that would gradually become blocky

demons with vaginal lips and then a constantly

Plasticene that then become models for his

painting. While his ambivalently horticultural
forms often call to the Surrealism of such as

Tanguy, he does not engage in the precisely de

warring army of penis-nosed, eyeless glyphs of
Mayan heritage and Japanese anirne inclina
tions. By the turn of the century, a single much

lineated pictorialism Tanguy employed. Ross'

landscape. Always, whether mound or human

paintings bask in a deep stillness. The willing

paintings are prone to a lush creamy physical

ity, visceral and visually sexy. When he paints

pistol and penis nose - now in a more elaborate

a large body of rippling water, the paint physi
cally ripples across the surface. Most often his

grow out of the plane of their making.

origins of Ross' primal forms to find her eyes

larger figure would menace the plane with

oid figure they are attached to and seem to

Like his humanoid figures, Dunham's trees

grow out of the ground of the canvas plane,
their shape becoming rectangulated, their

articulation pulsing with myriad modes of

markrnaking, now brushed, now spattered,
now drawn into wet paint with the point of

the opposite end of the brush, always becom
ing a landscape of process that might readily
morph into abstraction. And more recently
Dunham has given us a behemoth transves

tite, something like a human volcano that

hijacked the planes of his making. And after
a stint at the American Academy in Rome,

with all the access to Italian painters of the

nude, he has most recently created a group of

paintings, each portraying a blimp-like female
nude bather in a landscape - at once comic and
overwhelming in her monumentality and tak

ing her place in a varied sisterhood of pulchri

tude envisioned by male artists from Botticelli

to Titian to Ingres to Manet to Picasso to de
Kooning and now to Dunham - his nude and

landscape perfectly attuned to each other and
the rectangle in which they emerge - infusing
Pastorale with new meaning.

viewer might well move from questioning the

bobbing endlessly over the surface into and out

of meditative coves of paint. He is a painter of a
most giving beauty.
An autographic style has never interested
Dona Nelson (b. 1947 -. She has moved

freely from the figurative to the abstract,
from delicate stain to coruscating physicality

bolstered by paint-soaked patches of muslin
and/or cheesecloth. She might riff on paintings
her mother once made or The Stations of the
Subway. At times it seems as though she has
as many hands conspiring at once to create a
painting as the octopuses she has so wonder

fully painted have tentacles. Whether double
sided or single the dynamics of her paint at
once challenge and respect the rectangularity of the canvas. Free pours of green paint

take heed of the edges painted to reflect the

stretcher on the other side, while wonderfully

colored purple, green, and red chords embrace

the tree-like green - a landscape of wonder.

Robert Harms (b. 1962 -) has lived and painted

by the water on Long Island's East end for most
of his career. He now lives in a small house di

rectly overlooking [almost in) a pond. He paints

Alex Ross (1960 -) has more literally than

the pond, its myriad of reflections on its rippling

process, he sculpts small forms out of green

liquidity. Varied in their size and shape and

Dunham revived Surrealism's science-fictional

landscapes. Employing a highly idiosyncratic

surface, from season to season to season with
a myriad of strokes delicately reveling in their

